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Reusable Nappies
Bum Genius nappies
BumGenius! one-size cloth nappies offer an industry first, stretch-to-fit tabs. Our unique tabs provide a comfortable fit and trim
look. This simple design makes cloth nappying as easy as using disposables. bumGenius! one-size cloth nappies are perfect for
care providers who might be resistant to using cloth.

What does it come with?
BumGenius! one-size cloth nappies come with 2 inserts.

How many do I need?
We recommend 20 nappies.

Less Clutter
BumGenius! one-Size Cloth nappies easily fit most babies from 7 pounds up to 35 pounds. One nappy
for multiple children simplifies laundry and the nappy drawer. No more sorting by size or having to carry
multiple nappies when going out. Three snap-downs on the front of the nappy (patent pending) adjust
the rise as your baby grows. For newborns, fold down the insert stopper for an extra-small rise.

Only the best for your baby
The soft, waterproof outer fabric keeps the nappy just as trim on a newborn setting as it is on a toddler.
Soft, sueded inner fabric wicks moisture away from your baby’s skin. Super stretchy, ultra gentle leg and
back elastic with rolled out casings keep the yuk in and to help keep red marks away. Plus, our unique
covered (patent pending) pocket opening keeps wetness completely off of your baby. After the nappy
has been used, you can even avoid messes in your wet bag by rolling the nappy up and fastening the tabs before storage!.

Feel confident in your purchase!
The BumGenius! Satisfaction Guarantee gives you two weeks to evaluate your purchase. Try one nappy, use it for two weeks. If
you don’t like it, send it back along with the others you purchased (still unused and unwashed) and get 100% of your purchase
price back.

Product Warranty
BumGenius! products carry the best warranty in the industry. Read more about the warranty details.

Care Instructions
BumGenius! products Remove insert from nappy. Fasten
tabs to laundry tabs on inside of nappy. Wash cold, then
hot. Use ¼ to ½ (¼for high efficiency machines, ½ in regular
machines) of the manufacturer’s recommended non bio
washing powder. Rinse well. Tumble dry medium.
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